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The human
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Organs

The Human Body

Integrative and Organ Systems Pharmacology
Body

Cells

Molecules

Protons, neutrons, electrons, 

“Higgs boson particle”
Systems

Tissue



The Disease
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The Medicine
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Specific considerations of drug therapy



Drug Discovery, Research & Development 
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Pharmacology

Pharmacodynamics

(PD)

Pharmacokinetic

(PK)

Quantitative analysis of relation of 

the drug effect (E) to drug 

concentration  at an effect site (Ce)

Quantitative analysis of the 

kinetics (time course) and steady 

state (SS) relationships of drug

“What the body does to the drug"“What the drug does to the body”



CTD Module 4: Non-Clinical Studies

SPC Relevant Scientific information

• 1.Pharmacology

– 1.Primary Pharmacodynamics

– 2.Secondary Pharmacodynamics

– 3.Safety Pharmacology

– 4.Pharmacodynamic Drug Interactions

• 2.Pharmacokinetics

– 1.Analytical Methods and Validation 

– 2.Absorption

– 3.Distribution

– 4.Metabolism

– 5.Excretion

– 6.Pharmacokinetic Drug Interactions

– 7.Other Pharmacokinetic Studies

Toxicology:

• Acute toxicity

• Subchronic toxicity

• Tissue specific toxicity

• Tolerability

In vivo testing Animal model 

• Drug action:

• Behaviour and reaction

• Physiology

• Histopathology



PHARMACODYNAMICS (M 4)



Pharmacodynamics (PD) Pre-clinical

– “What the drug does to the body”

• Drug Mode of Action, Potency, Efficacy 

• Molecular level and Animal Studies (Module 4):

• What type of drug is it?

• Describe its action at? 

• Selective or non-selective?

• Binding reversible or irreversible?

• The doses and the effects?

– Human (Module 5): 

• Dose/dose relationships, onset of action and duration of action

• Discontinuation of  treatment

• Beneficial effects on mortality and morbidity

• Therapeutic Index/Therapeutic Window – safety aspect
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Mode of action – outcome
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Potency and Efficacy



Therapeutic Response – Window and 

Adverse Effects



Drug Effect and Therapeutic Window



PHARMACODYNAMICS (M 5)



CTD Module 5: Clinical

SPC Relevant Scientific information

• 5.1 Pharmacodynamic properties

• - Mechanism of action

• - Pharmacodynamic effects

• - Clinical efficacy

– - Dose/effect relationships?

– - onset of action and 
duration of action?

– - Discontinuation of  treatment?

– - Beneficial effects on mortality 
and morbidity?

– - Other effects?

– - Safety?



PHARMACOKINETICS (M 4 & 5)



CTD Module 4: Non-Clinical Studies

SPC Relevant Scientific information

• 1.Pharmacology

– 1.Primary Pharmacodynamics

– 2.Secondary Pharmacodynamics

– 3.Safety Pharmacology

– 4.Pharmacodynamic Drug Interactions

• 2.Pharmacokinetics

– 1.Analytical Methods and Validation Reports

– 2.Absorption

– 3.Distribution

– 4.Metabolism

– 5.Excretion

– 6.Pharmacokinetic Drug Interactions

– 7.Other Pharmacokinetic Studies



Interrelationship of absorption, distribution, binding, 

metabolism, and excretion and its sites of action.



source: Frank M. Balis
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Pharmacokinetics (PK)
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• Quantitative analysis of the kinetics (time course) and 

steady state (SS) relationships of drug

“What the body does to the drug”

ADME

– Absorption

– Distribution

– Metabolism

– Excretion
Elimination



Pharmacokinetic concepts
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Important PK parameters

AUC: 

area under the concentration-time curve

 measure of the extent of absorption

Cmax: 

the observed maximum concentration of 

a drug

 measure of the rate of absorption

Cmax

Tmax

AUC tmax:

time at which Cmax is observed

 measure of the rate of absorption



Bioavailability
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Steady State



Steady State vs. Kinetic Studies

• Many PK/PD concepts are for SS

– Clearance; Volume of distribution

– SS PD effect for given SS concentration

(time to PD SS may be longer than time to plasma SS)

• But some studies are kinetic

– e.g., single oral dose or I.V. bolus

– Tracer kinetic studies; PET

– Aim may be infer SS under repeated dosing



Linear vs Non-linear System

“Linear Pharmacokinetics”

– double the dose  concentration doubles

AUC proportional to dose

– Superposition principle (example):

If  {I.V. bolus}  Civ(t)  and  {oral dose}  Coral(t) ,

then {both dosing together}  

C(t)  Civ(t) + Coral(t)

– holds for small enough doses (microdoses)

– linearity for large doses if transport, binding, and 
elimination remain first order



Linear vs Non-linear System

• Linear

– single kinetic study + linearity  can predict 
response to any input, including getting to SS

• NON-linear systems:

– CL, V, etc.  not constant;  depend on CSS, Dose

– requires testing at different doses; models

– time to SS not predicted by single dose study

• Common non-linearities

– Saturation kinetics (Michaelis-Menten)

– Saturable plasma protein, tissue binding

– Threshold effects (e.g., glucose spilling)

– Induction:  Neuronal/hormonal regulation



“Non-linear Kinetics” Example



Pharmacokinetics Half Life (t1/2)
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PK/DP Modeling

PK/PD Modeling

• Procedure: 

– Estimate exposure and examine correlation between PD other 

endpoints (including AE rates)

– Use mechanistic models

• Purpose: 

– Estimate therapeutic window

– Dose selection

– Identify mechanism of action

– Model probability of AE as function of exposure (and covariates)

– Inform the label of the medicine



SPECIFIC CONDIDERATIONS



Specific considerations of PD/PK

• Patient populations

– Paediatric, gender, elderly

• Other medications and foods

– Drug-drug

– Drug-food

• Pharmacogenomics 

– Genetic polymorphism –

Codeine Cyp2D6 ultrarapid 

• Other diseases, 

– Co-infections, etc
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The Brain - Challenges
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Relationship Dynamics/Kinetics - Challenges
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REGULATORY FRAMEWORK



Regulatory Control
• Package insert (PI) 

– Currently in South Africa the “package insert” (as 

defined by Act 101 1965 as amended in 

Regulation 9) is a scientific data sheet that is 

intended first and foremost for the 

healthcare professional, viz. the 

prescriber / dispenser as an informative 

tool for the prescribing / dispensing of 

medicine to the patient

Patient information leaflet (PIL)

– The patient information leaflet on the other hand

is intended primarily for the patient (end

user) and imparts valuable information

regarding the medicine in layman’s terms that

can be easily understood (Regulation 10)

• Evidence Based  

– Non-Clinical and Clinical studies (NCEs)

– Literature support (Generics)
41



MCC - PI Guideline  

Pharmacological Action

• Pharmacodynamics

– Describe 

• mechanism of action (if known), 

• pharmacodynamic effects, 

• relevant clinical efficacy.

– For antimicrobial agents:

• Do not include antimicrobial sensitivity data derived from in vitro

testing, but include data on in vitro resistance.

• Include only in vivo data of organisms which have been shown to 

be eradicated in clinical trials which can be linked to the 

indications (See INDICATIONS).

• When efficacy data are not available, in vitro sensitive organisms 

can be included. 

– This information should be accompanied by a statement that 

in vitro sensitivity does not necessarily imply clinical 

sensitivity.



MCC - PI Guideline  

Pharmacological Action

• Pharmacokinetic properties

– relevant for the recommended dose and for the strength

• absorption, distribution, protein binding, biotransformation, 

elimination and linearity/non-linearity, as appropriate for the 

product marketed.

– intake of the product in relation to food intake (i.e. with or without 

food). 

– specific patient groups with respect to factors such as 

• age, gender, smoking, polymorphic metabolism and concomitant 

pathological situations such as renal impairment and hepatic 

insufficiency, when clinically relevant.

– Information on pharmacokinetic and pharmacodynamic 

relationship(s) and the contribution (if any) of 

• metabolite(s)



MCC - PIL Guideline  

• NO direct reference to 

Pharmacodynamics or –kinetics

– What the medicine is used for?

• Dynamics

– How to take/use? Fatty meal etc.

• Kinetics

– How frequent? 

• Kinetics

– How long is treatment? 

• Dynamics

– What to do when the effect is too 

strong or too weak? 

• Dynamics

– If you forgot to take? 

• Kinetics

– When taken with other medication 

and or foods? 

• Interactions (dynamic/kinetics)

– Aspects on safety



Additional Information

• Web sites:

• www.cc.nih.gov/

training/training/

• www.boomer.org/pkin

• www.icp.org.nz/

http://www.boomer.org/pkin


CONCLUSIONS



Conclusions

PD/PK at the centre of any medicine:

• Label Claim

• Efficacy

• Safety

• Special populations 

• Critical Information for the 

– Manufacturer

– Prescriber

– Dispenser

– Patient

• Basis for rational drug use

• Basis of Pharmacovigilance 



Thank You
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Thank you
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Volume of 

Distribution
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Volume of 

Distribution
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Volume of 

Distribution
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Kinetic Relationships
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Metabolism - First Pass
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CTD Module 4:     3.Toxicology

SPC Relevant Scientific information
• 1.Single-Dose Toxicity

• 2.Repeat-Dose Toxicity

• 3.Genotoxicity

– 1.In vitro Studies

– 2.In vivo Studies

• 4.Carcinogenicity

• 5.Reproductive and Development Toxicity

– 1.Fertility and Embryonic Development

– 2.Embryo-Fetal Development

– 3.Pre- and Post-natal Development & Maternal Function

– 4.Offspring, Juvenile, Second & Third-Generation Studies

• 6.Local Tolerance

• 7.Other Toxicity Studies

– 1.Antigenicity

– 2.Immunogenicity

– 3.Mechanistic Studies (not included elsewhere)

– 4.Dependence

– 5.Metabolites

– 6.Impurities, 7. Other
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